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“When making decisions about curriculum prioritisation, schools may need to adjust the
curriculum to give priority to supporting pupils to be physically active and confident in
fundamental movement skills, as well as developing the complexity and accuracy of
movement patterns. Schools should use time to revisit knowledge of the conventions of
specific sports and activities, through which pupils’ enjoyment and confidence will be
rebuilt.”

“At key stages 3 and 4:

● Teachers should focus on engaging pupils physically in increasingly complex
situations so that they refine their knowledge of movement and apply the
specific conventions.

● Pupils should continue to develop a range of movement patterns alongside their
knowledge of the rules, strategies and tactics for the activities, including healthy
participation.

● If some pupils wish to follow leadership pathways or officiating routes, this
should be done in addition to PE curriculum activities.”

Beacon High Priorities in PE

It is widely acknowledged that few subject areas were affected greater by the lockdown
than PE. By this I mean in terms of teachers being able to deliver anything like a similar
curriculum via remote learning than they would do in normal face to face learning and
teaching in school.

Despite every KS3 and Core PE lesson during lockdown containing an emphasis on
keeping active and trying to lead a healthy lifestyle, engagement from many was low.
Constraints such as not being allowed outside, the lack of space indoors, an absence of
equipment and peers to work with at home in the majority of instances made providing
stimulating and motivating activities consistently very challenging. On return to school,
PE teachers noticed a decrease in fitness levels among a number of students. However,
students were, in the main, very happy and relieved to return to normal PE lessons.

Consequently our focus was to get students to get used to being active again without
trying to do too much too quickly. We were aware that students in year 8 and above did
not experience the summer curriculum from the previous year due to the first lock
down. So when they returned in the summer term earlier this year we were identifying
the starting point and adapting our lesson planning for many students we would
normally expect to have had a greater knowledge and experience by this point in their



schooling. Similarly, Year 7 had their first taste of these activities in a secondary school
setting. This will be a continued focus this year.

Remote learning however did provide an excellent opportunity to increase our focus on
literacy levels through PiXL Unlock. Year 7 (muscles), Year 8 (bones) and Year 9
(components of fitness) all had key vocabulary as a regular feature in their lessons.

The removal of bubble restrictions has made a significant difference in our capacity to
offer a wide range of extra-curricular activities. We have made a link with a local boxing
club to deliver six after school sessions to our students. We prioritised students who
might benefit from a boost in confidence and/or tended not to attend our other out of
hours sessions. This year has seen a return to dance lessons and after school club for
the first time in several years. In response to students’ feedback, we have also
introduced a volleyball club for the first time in years, which has also proved very
popular. In KS4 we have introduced walking into PE lessons to encourage those leading
more sedentary lifestyles to engage in more exercise than they otherwise would do.
Being allowed to leave the school site and go to a local park for this gave extra incentive.

Our sports leader programme continues to go from strength to strength with another
16 new leaders appointed and successfully working with local primary school pupils in
different events. This is particularly significant as it encapsulates all of the LORIC
strands.


